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Embedding Visual Hierarchy with Deep Networks
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Tianyi Zhao, Baopeng Zhang, Wei Zhang, Ning Zhou, Jun Yu, Jianping Fan
Abstract—In this paper, a level-wise mixture model (LMM) is
developed by embedding visual hierarchy with deep networks to
support large-scale visual recognition (i.e., recognizing thousands
or even tens of thousands of object classes), and a Bayesian
approach is used to adapt a pre-trained visual hierarchy auto-
matically to the improvements of deep features (that are used for
image and object class representation) when more representative
deep networks are learned along the time. Our LMM model
can provide an end-to-end approach for jointly learning: (a) the
deep networks to extract more discriminative deep features for
image and object class representation; (b) the tree classifier for
recognizing large numbers of object classes hierarchically; and
(c) the visual hierarchy adaptation for achieving more accurate
indexing of large numbers of object classes hierarchically. By
supporting joint learning of the tree classifier, the deep networks
and the visual hierarchy adaptation, our LMM algorithm can
provide an effective approach for controlling inter-level error
propagation effectively, thus it can achieve better accuracy rates
on large-scale visual recognition. Our experiments are carried
on ImageNet1K and ImageNet10K image sets, and our LMM
algorithm can achieve very competitive results on both the
accuracy rates and the computation efficiency as compared with
the baseline methods.
Index Terms—Large-scale visual recognition, level-wise mix-
ture model (LMM), visual hierarchy adaptation, deep networks,
tree classifier, Bayesian approach, object-group assignment ma-
trix (group-object correlation matrix).
I. INTRODUCTION
BY breaking the complex issue of feature learning into aset of small tasks hierarchically, deep learning [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5] has demonstrated a divide-and-conquer process to
learn more discriminative representations for large-scale visual
recognition application: each neuron on the deep networks
handles one small piece of the complex task for feature
learning, and all these neurons can seamlessly collaborate to
accomplish the complex task for feature learning in a coarse-
to-fine fashion. For large-scale visual recognition application
(i.e., recognizing thousands or even tens of thousands of
object classes) [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], the
deep networks are usually trained in a supervised way by
minimizing a flat loss function (such as cross-entropy). Some
researchers have found that the neurons on the earlier layers
of the deep networks are more ’common’ but the neurons on
the later layers are more ’specific’ [14].
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Even deep learning has achieved outstanding performances
for many computer vision tasks, it still has room to improve:
(1) strong inter-class visual similarities are typical in the
domain of large-scale visual recognition especially when some
object classes are fine-grained (visually-similar) [15], [16],
[17], [18], but the N -way flat softmax classifier completely
ignores the inter-task correlations; (2) ignoring the inter-task
correlations completely may push the deep learning process
away from the global optimum because the gradients of the
joint objective function are not uniform for all the object
classes, and such deep learning process may distract on
discerning some particular object classes that are typically hard
to be discriminated.
Another divide-and-conquer approach for supporting large-
scale visual recognition is to leverage a pre-defined tree struc-
ture (visual hierarchy or concept ontology) [19], [20], [21],
[22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32],
[33] to organize large numbers of object classes hierarchically.
By training the tree classifier over a pre-defined tree structure
hierarchically, the hierarchical visual recognition approach
[34], [35], [36], [37] can provide multiple advantages: (a)
Making coarse-to-fine predictions along a pre-defined tree
structure can effectively rule out unlikely groups of object
classes (i.e., irrelevant high-level nodes on the tree structure)
at an early stage, thus it can achieve sub-linear computational
complexity at test time; (b) For a given group (a high-level
non-leaf node on the tree structure), the learning tasks for
training the inter-related classifiers for its belonging fine-
grained (visually-similar) object classes are strongly inter-
related, thus multi-task learning can be used to train such inter-
related classifiers jointly for enhancing their discrimination
power [31], [32]; (c) For a given object class, the negative
images for classifier training can be selected locally from
other visually-similar object classes in the same group, and
the issue of huge sample imbalance can be avoided effectively;
(d) For a given group, its task space for object recognition is
much smaller and uniform (i.e., distinguishing only a small
number of fine-grained (visually-similar) object classes in
the same group rather than separating all N object classes
simultaneously [33]).
Based on these observations, it is very nature for us to
ask ourselves the following question: how can we integrate
these two divide-and-conquer approaches (deep learning and
hierarchical visual recognition) and benefit from both of them
to exploit better solutions for large-scale visual recognition?
In this paper, as shown in Fig. 1, a level-wise mixture
model (LMM) is developed by using a tree classifier to replace
traditional N -way flat softmax classifier in the deep networks,
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where a visual hierarchy is embedded to: (a) organize large
numbers of object classes hierarchically according to their
inter-class visual similarities; (b) guide the process for joint
learning of deep networks and tree classifier to make more
effective splittings of the complex tasks for feature learning
and hierarchical visual recognition. By leveraging group-object
correlations (that are intuitively characterized by the visual
hierarchy) to guide the process for jointly learning the deep
networks and the tree classifier, our LMM model can boost
the performance of large-scale visual recognition significantly
and extract more robust and transferable features from the deep
networks for image and object class representation. Because
the deep features (outputs of the deep networks) are seamlessly
integrated to learn the deep representations for large numbers
of object classes and their inter-class visual similarities (that
are used for constructing the visual hierarchy), the visual
hierarchy should be adapted automatically when more rep-
resentative deep networks are learned along the time, but it
could be very expensive to reconstruct the visual hierarchy
repeatedly. Based on this understanding, a Bayesian approach
is further developed to effectively adapt the visual hierarchy
during the end-to-end process for jointly learning the deep
networks and the tree classifier.
In a summary, this paper has made the following contri-
butions: (1) A level-wise mixture model (LMM) is developed
to embed the visual hierarchy with the deep networks, so that
we can leverage the group-object (inter-level) correlations (that
are intuitively characterized by the visual hierarchy) to learn
more representative deep networks and more discriminative
tree classifier for supporting hierarchical visual recognition;
(2) A Bayesian approach is developed to adapt the visual hier-
archy to the improvements of deep class representations, e.g.,
learning more representative deep networks along the time
may result in the improvements of the deep representations
for large numbers of object classes and their inter-class visual
similarities. Thus our LMM model can provide an end-to-end
approach for jointly learning: (a) the deep networks to extract
more discriminative features for image and object class repre-
sentation; (b) the tree classifier (LMM model) for recognizing
large numbers of object classes hierarchically; and (c) the
visual hierarchy adaptation for achieving more accurate and
hierarchical indexing of large numbers of object classes and
identifying the tasks with similar learning complexities auto-
matically. By supporting joint learning of the tree classifier, the
deep networks and the visual hierarchy adaptation, our LMM
algorithm can provide an effective approach for controlling
inter-level error propagation effectively (i.e., inter-level error
propagation is a critical issue for supporting hierarchical visual
recognition[32], [33]). Our proposed algorithms have achieved
very competitive results on ImageNet1K and ImageNet10K
image sets as compared with the baseline methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives a brief review of the related works on deep learning,
hierarchical visual recognition and tree structures. Section III
introduces our level-wise mixture model (LMM) for learning
the deep networks and the tree classifier jointly. Section IV
describes our algorithm for visual hierarchy construction and
adaptation. Section V provides our algorithm for learning the
deep networks, the tree classifier (LMM model) and the visual
hierarchy adaptation jointly in an end-to-end fashion. Our
experimental results for algorithm evaluation are presented in
Section VI, and we conclude the paper and discuss the future
works in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Deep learning[1], [2], [3], [4], [5] has demonstrated its
outstanding abilities on learning more discriminative features
and boosting the accuracy rates for large-scale visual recog-
nition significantly. By learning more representative features
and a N -way flat softmax classifier in an end-to-end fashion,
most existing deep learning schemes have made one hidden
assumption: the tasks for recognizing all the object classes are
independent and share similar learning complexities. However,
such assumption may not be true in many real-world appli-
cations, e.g., strong inter-class visual similarities are typical
in the domain of large-scale visual recognition especially
when some object classes are fine-grained (visually-similar)
[15], [16], [17], [18], but the N -way flat softmax classifier
completely ignores the inter-task correlations. Ignoring the
inter-task correlations completely may push the deep learning
process away from the global optimum because the gradients
of the joint objective function are not uniform for all the object
classes, especially when they have different inter-class visual
similarities and learning complexities, as a result, the deep
learning process may distract on discerning some particular
object classes that are typically hard to be discriminated.
For large-scale visual recognition application (i.e., some
object classes could have strong inter-class visual correlations),
it is very attractive to develop new algorithms to deal with
the issue of huge diversity of learning complexities more
effectively, so that our deep learning schemes can effectively
accomplish the task of learning more discriminative deep rep-
resentations for distinguishing visually-similar object classes
effectively. A few attempts have recently been made to exploit
the tree structures (both concept ontology and visual hierar-
chy) in the deep learning models[38], [39], [5], [40], [33].
By integrating deep learning with multi-task learning, deep
multi-task learning have received many attentions recently by
using the deep networks to learn more representative features
and integrating multi-task learning tools to learn inter-related
classifiers jointly for separating such fine-grained (visually-
similar) object classes more effectively [41], [42], [43], [44],
[45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50]. Most existing deep multi-task
learning techniques assume that all the tasks are equally related
and they may completely ignore the significant differences
on the inter-task relationships (inter-class visual similarities)
among large numbers of object classes [51], [52], [53], [53],
[33], e.g., some object classes may have much stronger inter-
class visual similarities and not all of them have same strengths
on their inter-class visual similarities.
One intuitive way for exploiting the inter-task relationships
(inter-class visual similarities) is to integrate a tree structure
to organize large numbers of object classes hierarchically,
e.g., the tasks for training the classifiers for the fine-grained
(visually-similar) object classes under the same parent node
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Fig. 1. The flowchart for embedding deep networks with visual hierarchy,
where the tree classifier over the visual hierarchy is used to replace the
traditional N -way flat softmax classifier.
(in the same group) may have stronger inter-task relationships
and share similar learning complexities. Such tree structures
can be categorized into two types: (a) concept ontology[19],
[20], [21], [31], [30]; and (b) label tree or visual hierarchy[22],
[23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [32], [33]. It is worth
noting that the feature space is the common space for clas-
sifier training and visual recognition [54], e.g., both classifier
training and visual recognition are performed in the feature
space rather than in the semantic label space. Thus it could
be more attractive to organize large numbers of object classes
hierarchically in the feature space according to their inter-class
visual correlations.
By integrating a tree structure to organize large numbers
of object classes hierarchically and supervise the hierarchical
process for tree classifier training, the hierarchical visual
recognition approach [55], [34], [35], [36], [37], [30], [40],
[31], [32] can provide many advantages, but it may seriously
suffer from the problem of inter-level error propagation:
the mistakes for the parent nodes will propagate to their
child nodes until the leaf nodes [30], [32]. In addition, most
existing approaches for hierarchical visual recognition focus
on leveraging hand-crafted features for tree classifier training,
thus it is very attractive to invest how deep features can be
leveraged to improve hierarchical visual recognition [40], [33].
Most existing approaches for hierarchical visual recognition
are static, but the process for joint learning of deep networks
and tree classifier for large-scale visual recognition application
is open-ended and dynamic: the deep networks for image and
object class representation and the tree classifier for large-
scale visual recognition may be improved along the time, e.g.,
more representative deep networks and more discriminative
tree classifier may be achieved when more training images are
added and back-propagation operations [56] are continuously
performed to fine-tune the weights of the deep networks. Thus
most existing approaches for hierarchical visual recognition
may seriously suffer from the following problem: how to
adapt the pre-trained tree structure (such as visual hierarchy)
to the improvements of deep networks along the time? It is
worth noting that the deep networks are used to obtain the
deep representations for large numbers of object classes and
their inter-class visual similarities that are used for visual
hierarchy construction. Thus it is very attractive to develop
new approaches for jointly learning the deep networks, the
tree classifier and the visual hierarchy adaptation in an end-
to-end fashion.
III. LEVEL-WISED MIXTURE MODEL (LMM)
Given N object classes being recognized, when a visual
hierarchy is pre-trained for organizing N object classes hi-
erarchically according to their inter-class visual similarities
[32], [33], each level of the visual hierarchy can be treated
as one particular partitioning Tl of all these N object classes
(i.e., assigning N object classes into a set of groups Tl at the
lth level of the visual hierarchy), followed by the distribution
P : X → Tl, X is the deep feature space for the training
image set S, X = h(S, u), u is the set of weights in the deep
networks, h(.) represents the mapping function of the deep
networks, Nl is the number of groups at the lth level of the
visual hierarchy, the distribution can be computed by the last
layer of deep neural network, for example Softmax layer.
For a given group with the label t at the lth level of
the visual hierarchy which contains Ct object classes, the
probability P (y|t) for each of its Ct object classes can simply
be defined as: P (y|t) = 1/Ct, e.g., we assume that the
probability P (t|l, x, wlt) for the given group t (at the lth level
of the visual hierarchy) is equally distributed among all its Ct
object classes. Based on this assumption, for all the groups at
the lth level of the visual hierarchy, the distribution over N
object classes is defined as:
P (y|l, x, wl) =
Tl∑
t
I(t)P (t|l, x, wlt)P (y|t) (1)
where wl is the set of parameters for the node classifiers at the
lth level of the visual hierarchy, wl = {wlt|t ∈ Tl}, Tl is the
partitioning of N object classes at the lth level of the visual
hierarchy, each layer classifier can be treated as an additional
softmax layer over the deep networks, I(t) is an indication
function and it is true when the object class with the label
y belongs to the group with the label t, P (t|l, x, wlt) is the
distribution of the group t in one particular partitioning Tl at
the lth level of the visual hierarchy with deep representation
x. It’s worth noting that, we merging the deep neural network
and the the Bayesian based Layer-wise Mixture Model by
computing the probability P (t|l, x, wlt) by deep network.
By introducing a latent variable θ to characterize the prior
distribution over all the levels of the visual hierarchy, as shown
in Fig. 2, l ∼ Cat(θ), l ∈ {1, . . . , L}, the mixture model
P (y|x,W ) is defined for modeling the probability of the object
class with the label y given deep representation x:
P (y|x,W ) =
L∑
l=0
θlP (y|l, x, wl) (2)
where W is the set of parameters for all the node classifiers
at different levels of the visual hierarchy, W = {wl|l ∈
{1, · · · , L}}, θl is the leveraging parameter that is used to
measure the contributions or effects from the node classifiers
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Fig. 2. Graph model for modeling the latent relationships between the
object class y and the group t: l ∼ Cat(θ), t ∼ DL(l, x), Ψt ∼ Dir(β),
y ∼ Cat(Ψt).
at the lth level of the visual hierarchy, L is the depth of the
visual hierarchy, e.g., the total number of levels from the root
node (which contains all these N object classes) to the leaf
node (which contains only one particular object class).
By using our LMM model (tree classifier over the visual
hierarchy) to replace traditional N -way flat softmax classifier,
our deep networks for hierarchical visual recognition are
shown in Fig. 1.
There are two significant differences between our deep
networks and traditional deep CNNs [1]: (a) the tree classifier
(LMM model) is used to replace the N -way flat softmax
classifier, e.g., the tree classifier is defined as a set of node
classifiers at different levels of the visual hierarchy; and (b) the
group-class correlations (inter-level correlations) are leveraged
to guide the process for jointly learning the deep networks and
the tree classifier. Such group-object correlations (object-group
assignments) are initially determined by a pre-trained visual
hierarchy, and an object-group assignment matrix Ψ is further
learned to measure such group-object (inter-level) correlations
effectively (see Section IV). For a given group t at the lth
level of the visual hierarchy, a softmax output is used to model
the probability P (t|l, x, wlt) for the object class with the deep
representation x to be assigned into the given group t.
After the deep networks and the tree classifier are learned
jointly, for a given test image, it first goes through our deep
networks to obtain its deep representation, and then such
deep representation for the given test image goes through our
tree classifier (our LMM model over the visual hierarchy) to
obtain the prediction of its best-matching group t at each level
of the visual hierarchy. The outputs from all these relevant
node classifiers at different levels of the visual hierarchy are
seamlessly integrated to produce the final prediction of the
best-matching object class (at the bottom level of the visual
hierarchy) for the given test image.
IV. VISUAL HIERARCHY ADAPTATION
To learn a pre-trained visual hierarchy for organizing N
object classes hierarchically, we first need to calculate their
inter-class visual similarities [32], [33]. For each object class,
the deep networks are used to determine its deep representation
from all its relevant images. The deep representation for each
object class is simply obtained by averaging the deep features
for all its relevant images [32], [33]. When such deep class
Fig. 3. One of our results on learning the pre-trained visual hierarchy
for ImageNet1K image set.
Fig. 4. One of our results on learning the pre-trained visual hierarchy
for ImageNet10K image set.
representations are available for all these N object classes, we
can further calculate a N ×N inter-class similarity matrix S
and its component Sij = S(ci, cj) is defined as:
Si,j = S(ci, cj) = exp
(
−d(xi, xj)
σ
)
(3)
where S(ci, cj) is the inter-class visual similarity between two
object classes ci and cj , d(xi, xj) is the distance between the
deep class representations xi and xj for two object classes ci
and cj , σ is automatically determined by a self-tune technique.
When the N ×N inter-class similarity matrix S is available,
hierarchical clustering is performed to learn the pre-trained
visual hierarchy [32], [33]. Two of our experimental results
on learning the pre-trained visual hierarchy are shown in Fig.
3 and Fig. 4.
In the previous section, all the object classes are treated
equally, e.g., we assume that all the object classes have been
assigned into the best-matching groups correctly and thus they
have similar values (strengths) of the group-object correlations
(i.e., all of them have good object-group assignments). In the
real-world situation, it could be very hard for the pre-trained
visual hierarchy to achieve optimal assignments for all the
object classes because of two reasons: (a) The deep features for
object class representation may not be discriminative enough
because the deep networks for feature learning could be under-
trained at the beginning, e.g., the deep networks may be
improved along the time and the deep representations for
large numbers of object classes and their inter-class visual
similarities may also be improved along the time and thus
the visual hierarchy should be adapted automatically (i.e.,
the pre-trained visual hierarchy should be adapted to the
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improvements of deep networks or deep class representations);
(b) The hierarchical clustering technique, which is used for
visual hierarchy learning, may make mistakes.
As a result, some object classes may have stronger group-
object correlations (i.e., they are strongly related with their
belonging groups) because they are assigned into their best-
matching groups correctly. On the other hand, some object
classes may have weaker group-object correlations (i.e., they
are weakly related with their belonging groups) because these
object classes are assigned into some groups incorrectly. Thus
it is very attractive to develop algorithms for adapting the pre-
trained visual hierarchy automatically to the improvements of
the outputs of the deep networks (i.e., deep features for object
class representation), e.g., learning more representative deep
networks along the time may result in both the improvements
of deep class representations and the changes of their inter-
class similarity matrix S for visual hierarchy construction,
which may further require the changes of the group-object
correlations (e.g., the underlying object-group assignments
should be improved adaptively).
In this work, a Bayesian approach is developed to estimate
such group-object correlations accurately and adapt the pre-
trained visual hierarchy to the improvements of the group-
object correlations when more representative deep networks
are learned along the time. We use an object-group assignment
matrix Ψ to interpret the correspondences between the parti-
tioning Tl of all the object classes at the lth level of the visual
hierarchy and the labels for all its belonging object classes,
Ψ ∈ RNl×N . Ψt,y represents the probability of the object class
with the label y to be assigned into the given group with the
label t, noted as P (y|t). Given a pre-trained visual hierarchy,
such object-group assignment matrix Ψ can automatically be
determined and it can be initialed as described in Section III.
Our aim is to adapt the object-group assignment matrix
Ψ automatically to the improvements of the outputs of the
deep networks along the time. The method is to sample the
group label t for each image, then update Ψ according to
the sampling results. The probability model for characterizing
such object-group assignments is described in Fig. 2.
In this paper, Dirichlet-categorical model is used, Ψt ∼
Dir(β), y ∼ Cat(Ψt). The posterior likelihood of the group
label t is obtained by integrating over the object-group assign-
ment matrix Ψ:
P (ti|T¬i, Y,X, l, β) ∝
Ω¬iti,yi + βyi∑Y
y Ω
¬i
ti,y + β0
× P (ti|l, xi, wlt) (4)
where ti is the predicted group label for the image i, yi is the
label of the object class for the image i, Y is the set of all
potential labels for the object classes, {1, · · · , N}, Y is the set
of the labels for all the images in the training set, T¬i is the
set of group labels for all the images in the training set except
the label for the ith image, β0 =
∑Y
y βy , Ω is a count matrix,
Ωt,y is the number of images with the group label t and the
object class label y as defined in Eq.(5), Ω¬i is a count matrix
without counting the ıth image.
Ωt,y =
Ξ∑
i=1
I(ti = t ∧ yi = y) (5)
where Ξ is the total number of labeled training images.
Eq.(4) has two components: (a) The first component is
proportional to the number of images in the object class yi
which are assigned into the group t, e.g., more images in the
group t come from the object class yi, higher possibility for
the images from the object class yi to be assigned into the
group t; (b) The second component is the prediction from
the deep networks, e.g., it gives the probability for the image
i with the deep representation xi to be assigned into the
group t. The deep representation xi for the image i may be
improved during the iterative process for joint learning of deep
networks and our LMM model (tree classifier). New group
assignments for the object classes are obtained according to
both the improvements of the deep class representations and
the improvements of the inter-class similarity relationships for
visual hierarchy construction.
The group-object correlation matrix (object-group assign-
ment matrix) Ψ can be estimated automatically and its com-
ponent Ψti,yi is obtained as:
Ψti,yi =
Ωti,yi + βyi∑Y
y Ωti,y + β0
(6)
V. JOINT LEARNING OF TREE CLASSIFIER, DEEP
NETWORKS & VISUAL HIERARCHY ADAPTATION
In this work, an end-to-end approach is developed to jointly
learn: (a) the LMM model (the tree classifier over the visual
hierarchy) for recognizing large numbers of object classes
hierarchically; (b) the group-object correlation matrix (object-
group assignment matrix) Ψ for visual hierarchy adaptation;
and (c) the deep networks to extract more discriminative
features for image and object class representation. Our joint
learning algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
A. End-to-end Learning of LMM Model and Deep Networks
Joint learning of the LMM model and the deep networks is
treated as an issue of Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE).
The hierarchical recognition error for training the tree classifier
over the visual hierarchy can be minimized by maximizing the
log likelihood. The set of parameters for the node classifiers at
different levels of the visual hierarchy is denoted as W , e.g.,
the tree classifier is represented as a set of node classifiers at
different levels of the visual hierarchy. The weights for the
deep networks are denoted as u, which are used to extract the
feature vector x for image and object class representation. The
log likelihood as defined in Eq.(7) is used for training the tree
classifier over the visual hierarchy:
£(W,u) = log
(
L∑
l=1
θl
Tl∑
t
P (t|l, x, wlt)P (y|t)
)
(7)
where wlt is the parameter of the node classifier for the group
t at the lth level of the visual hierarchy, W is the set of
parameters for all the node classifiers at different levels of the
visual hierarchy, W = {wl|Ll=1}, wl is the set of parameters for
all the group classifiers at the lth level of the visual hierarchy,
wl = {wlt, t ∈ Tl}, θl is the leveraging parameter to measure
the contributions or effects from the node classifiers at the lth
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level of the visual hierarchy, Tl is used to note the particular
partitioning of all the object classes at the lth level of the
visual hierarchy (i.e., Nl groups at the lth level of the visual
hierarchy), L is the depth of the visual hierarchy.
Given the log likelihood (joint objective function) £(W,u),
all the parameters W for the node classifiers at different levels
of the visual hierarchy and all the parameters (weights) u for
the deep networks are learned by using stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) [57], [58], [59], [60]. By maximizing the log
likelihood (joint objective function) £(W,u) as defined in
Eq.(7), our LMM algorithm can achieve a path-based approach
for learning the tree classifier over the visual hierarchy, e.g.,
learning the set of parameters W for the tree classifier.
By back-propagating the gradients ∂£(W,u)∂u of the objective
function to fine-tune the weights u of the deep networks,
our LMM algorithm can provide an end-to-end approach for
learning the tree classifier and the deep networks jointly.
Through the back-propagation process, our LMM algorithm
can: (a) advise some ’common’ neurons on the deep networks
to learn more discriminative features for supporting more
effective separation of the group nodes at the lth level of
the visual hierarchy; and (b) guide some ’specific’ neurons to
learn more discriminative feature for achieving more accurate
recognition of the fine-grained object classes at the bottom
level of the visual hierarchy.
By fixing the group-object correlation matrix Ψ (i.e., fixing
the object-group alignments or fixing the tree structure of
the visual hierarchy), all the parameters W for the node
classifiers at different levels of the visual hierarchy and all the
parameters (weights) u for the deep networks are learned by
maximizing the log likelihood £(W,u). The parameters of the
tree classifier W are updated effectively by back-propagating
the gradients ∂£(W,u)∂W over the relevant node classifiers on
the visual hierarchy. The parameters (weights) for the deep
networks are fine-tuned effectively by back-propagating the
gradients ∂£(W,u)∂u =
∂£(W,u)
∂x
∂x
∂u of the objective function (log
likelihood) over the deep networks. The computation effi-
ciency of our LMM algorithms is very competitive compared
with the traditional N -way flat softmax method as shown in
Eq. (8).
O(d
logNb∑
i
bi) = O(d
(1− blogNb )
(1− b) +Nd) = O(Nd) (8)
where N is used to note the total number of object classes, d is
used to note the dimension of the feature vector, bi is used to
note the number of branches for visual hierarchy construction.
B. Back-Propagation Process
Given the log likelihood (joint objective function) £(W,u),
the SGD method [57], [58], [59], [60] is used to learn the tree
classifier and the deep networks jointly: (a) The gradients of
the log likelihood ∂£(W,u)∂W are calculated and such gradients
are used to update the set of the parameters W = {wl|Ll=1}
of the tree classifier; (b) The gradients of the log likelihood
Algorithm 1 Our algorithm for jointly learning deep networks,
tree classifier and visual hierarchy adaptation
Data: Image set S with Ξ images, Label set Y, Pre-trained
visual hierarchy.
Initialize group-object correlation matrix Ψ by using the
pre-trained visual hierarchy.
for epoch = 1, ..., max of iterations do
update the set of parameters W,u for LMM model (tree
classifier) and deep networks by maximizing Eq. (7) based
on the back-propagated the gradients ∂£(W,u)∂W ,
∂£(W,u)
∂u
end for
repeat
for i = 1, ..., Ξ do
sample the group label for the image i by using Eq.
(4)
update the group-object correlation matrix Ψ by
using Eq.(6)
update the set of parameters W,u for LMM model
(tree classifier) and deep networks by maximizing Eq.
(7) based on the back-propagated the gradients ∂£(W,u)∂W ,
∂£(W,u)
∂u
end for
until converge
∂£(W,u)
∂u are calculated and such gradients are back-propagated
to fine-tune the weights u of the deep networks.
∂£(W,u)
∂u
=
∂£(W,u)
∂x
∂x
∂u
(9)
By maximizing the log likelihood £(W,u), our LMM al-
gorithm can optimally minimize the hierarchical recognition
error effectively, and learn a reliable group-object correlation
matrix Ψ to control the inter-level error propagation effec-
tively.
In our LMM model, for each node at the lth level of the
visual hierarchy, a softmax output is used to estimate the prob-
ability P (t|l, x, wlt) for the image with deep representation x
to be assigned into the group t at the lth level of the visual
hierarchy. For a given image-class (feature-label) pair (xi, yi),
its group label ti is defined as the ancestor for its object class
yi on the visual hierarchy:
zl = Softmax(wlxi + b
l) (10)
where wl is the set of the parameters for all the node classifiers
at the lth level of the visual hierarchy, bl is the set of biases.
1) Path-based Training of Tree Classifier: In our path-based
approach (our LMM model) for tree classifier training, the
prediction probability P (y|x,W ) of the object class y for the
given image with deep representation x is obtained as:
z =
L∑
l
θlzlΨl (11)
where θl is the leveraging parameter for characterizing the
contributions or effects from the node classifiers at the lth level
of the visual hierarchy, Ψl is used to note the group-object
correlation matrix Ψ at the lth level of the visual hierarchy.
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The hierarchical loss function for path-based training of the
tree classifier is defined as the negative of the log likelihood:
£(W,u) = − log zyi (12)
The gradients of the softmax output for the node classifiers
at the lth level of the visual hierarchy are obtained as:
∂£(W,u)
∂zlt
=
∂£(W,u)
∂zyi
∂zyi
∂zlt
= θlΨlt,yi
∂£(W,u)
∂zyi
(13)
where Ψlt,yi is used to note the group-object correlation
between the group t at the lth level of the visual hierarchy
and the object class with the label yi. Such gradient
∂£(W,u)
∂zlt
can be used to measure the effects on the improvements of
the parameters of the node classifier for the group t at the
lth level of the visual hierarchy, and the weights of the deep
network which are contributed by the softmax outputs at the
lth level of the visual hierarchy. In Eq. (13), θl decides how
much effect from the given image (xi, yi) can be added to the
node classifiers at the lth level of the visual hierarchy. Ψlt,y
decides how much effect from the group-object correlation can
be added to the node classifier for the group t at the lth level
of the visual hierarchy.
In the higher level of the visual hierarchy, if there is no
adaptation on the object-group assignment matrix Ψ, Eq. (13)
can be simplified as Eq. (14).
∂£(W,u)
∂zl
tli
= θlΨltli,yi
∂£(W,u)
∂zyi
=
θl
Ctli
∂£(W,u)
∂zyi
(14)
where Ctli is used to note the number of object classes for the
group t at the lth level of the visual hierarchy when the given
image i is assigned into t.
For the gradients derived from the softmax outputs of the
node classifiers at the lth level of the visual hierarchy, back-
propagation [56] is used to leverage such gradients to update
the parameters of the node classifier for the current node, and
thus the corresponding modification on the classifier parameter
∆wlt for the current node (i.e., group t at the lth level of the
visual hierarchy) is defined as:
∆wlt = 
∂£(W,u)
∂wlt
= 
θl
Ctli
∂£(W,u)
∂zyi
∂zl
tli
∂wlt
(15)
where  is used to note the learning rate. Such gradients for the
group t at the lth level of the visual hierarchy are further used
to update the classifier parameters for the lower-level nodes
until the most relevant leaf nodes, which treat the group t as
their ancestor on the visual hierarchy.
The gradients of the softmax output for the node classifiers
at the bottom level of the visual hierarchy (i.e., for the object
classes) are obtained as:
∂£(W,u)
∂zlbottom
t
lbottom
i
= θlbottom
∂£(W,u)
∂zyi
(16)
where θlbottom is the leveraging parameter to measure the
effects or contributions from the node classifiers at the bottom
level of the visual hierarchy, tlbottomi is used to note the group
at the bottom level of the visual hierarchy. At the bottom level
of the visual hierarchy, each object class is treated as one
single group, thus the group label for the bottom level tlbottomi
is same the object class label yi for the given image i.
Our path-based approach can control the inter-level error
propagation effectively: (a) For a given group t at the lth
level of the visual hierarchy, the gradients of its node classifier
as defined in Eq. (13) are used to update both the classifier
parameters for itself and the classifier parameters for the lower-
level nodes until the most relevant leaf nodes, which treat the
group t as their ancestor on the visual hierarchy; (b) For a
given object class y at the bottom level of the visual hierarchy,
Ψlbottomt,y = 1, if t = y, else Ψ
lbottom
t,y = 0, the gradients of its
node classifier as defined in Eq. (13) are used to update only
the classifier parameters for itself.
2) Fine-tuning Network Weights: The gradients derived
from all the softmax outputs at different levels of the tree
classifier (our LMM model) are then integrated to update the
weights of the deep networks as given Eq. (17).
∂£(W,u)
∂xi
=
∑
l
{
θl
Ctli
∂£(W,u)
∂zyi
∂zl
tli
∂xi
}
(17)
where
∑
l θ
l = 1, θl is the leveraging parameter to measure
the effects or contributions from the node classifiers at the lth
level of the visual hierarchy. If θlbottom = 1, our LMM model
is exactly same as the traditional N -way flat softmax model.
Without using non-overlapping constraint but with adapta-
tion on the group-object correlation matrix Ψ, the derivative
from our overall model is shown in Eqs. (18, 19).
∆wlt = 
Tl∑
t′
{
θlΨlt′,yi
∂£(W,u)
∂zyi
∂zlt′
∂wlt
}
(18)
∂£(W,u)
∂xi
=
∑
l
Tl∑
t
{
θlΨlt,yi
∂£(W,u)
∂zyi
∂zlt
∂xi
}
(19)
By adapting the group-object correlation matrix and integrat-
ing back-propagation to leverage the gradients of the log likeli-
hood (the objective function for tree classifier training) to fine-
tune the weights of our deep networks, our LMM algorithm
can provide an unique process for jointly learning: (a) the deep
networks for image and object class representation; (b) the
tree classifier (LMM model) for recognizing large numbers
of object classes hierarchically; and (c) the visual hierarchy
adaptation for achieving more accurate and hierarchical in-
dexing of large numbers of object classes. By jointly learning
the visual hierarchy adaptation, the tree classifier and the deep
networks in an end-to-end fashion, our LMM algorithm can
provide an effective solution for controlling inter-level error
propagation effectively and achieve better accuracy rates on
large-scale visual recognition.
C. Visual Hierarchy Adaptation
First, the group-level labels for the images and the group-
object correlation matrix (object-group assignment matrix)
Ψ are initialized by the pre-trained visual hierarchy as de-
scribed in Section III. The group-object correlation matrix Ψ
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TABLE I
The performance comparison between our LMM algorithm and the
baseline method. Notations: P: group-object correlation matrix Ψ
modification, TC: tree structure updating, w/: with, w/o: without.
Method Prediction error (Top k)1 2 5 10
baseline 45.13% 33.29% 21.67% 15.21%
LMM 45.05% 33.30% 21.64% 15.08%
LMM w/P, w/o TC 44.64% 32.93% 21.24% 14.87%
LMM w/P,TC 44.29% 32.65% 21.26% 14.86%
is adapted to the improvements of the outputs of the deep
networks as described in Section IV.
Without any constraint, our Bayesian approach may result
in an overlapping tree structure (i.e., some uncertain object
classes can be assigned into multiple groups simultaneously
rather than one single group). In our LMM model, it is
really simple to cut the overlapped branches by using a non-
overlapping constraint: Ψt,y = 0, where Ψt,y 6= maxTlt Ψt,y .
D. Deep Learning with Regularization
The process for joint learning of deep networks and tree
classifier can also be treated as the process of maximizing
a posteriori estimation (MAP). The prior for the set of the
parameters W (for all the node classifiers at different levels
of the visual hierarchy) is chosen as Gaussian distribution with
diagonal covariance. For example,
wi ∼ N
(
0,
1
α
I
)
, wi ∈W (20)
To learn the deep networks and the tree classifier jointly, we
can maximize the log posterior likelihood:
max
W
{£′(W,u)} = max
W
{logP (y|x,W ) + logP (W )}
= max
W
{
logP (y|x,W )− α
2
‖W‖2
} (21)
The first term in Eq.(21) is same as that in Eq.(7). The second
term is L2-norm regularization over the classifier parameter
W , which is used to control over-fitting and learn more
discriminative tree classifier. Eq.(21) can be used to replace
Eq.(7) in Algorithm1.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR ALGORITHM
EVALUATION
Our experiments are carried over two image sets: Ima-
geNet1K and ImageNet10K. ImageNet1K image set contains
1,000 object classes, which are mutual exclusive or overlap
but not subsumption in the semantic space. As shown in Fig.
3, the visual hierarchy is pre-trained to organize 1, 000 object
classes hierarchically. ImageNet10K image set contains 10,184
image categories, which come from different levels of the
concept ontology and some of them could be subsumption
of others, e.g., not all of these 10, 184 image categories are
semantically atomic (mutually exclusive) because some of
them are from the high-level non-leaf nodes of the concept
ontology and they are not semantically atomic with others.
Thus the concept ontology is incorporated to decompose such
Fig. 5. The comparison on the accuracy rates for 1,000 object classes in
ImageNet1K image set.
high-level image categories (from the non-leaf nodes of the
concept ontology) into multiple object classes (at the leaf
nodes of the concept ontology), and 7, 756 object classes are
finally identified for ImageNet10K image set. As shown in Fig.
4, the visual hierarchy is also pre-trained to organize 7, 756
object classes hierarchically.
We have compared our LMM algorithm with the baseline
method [1], [61] and our comparison experiments focus on
evaluating multiple factors: (a) whether our LMM algorithm
can control the inter-level error propagation more effectively
as compared with other baseline methods and achieve better
accuracy rates on large-scale visual recognition; (b) whether
our LMM algorithm can jointly learn the tree classifier, the
deep networks and the visual hierarchy adaptation effectively;
and (c) whether our LMM algorithm can achieve higher
prediction confidences.
Our experiments are implemented on Theano[62], with one
GPU NVIDIA GTX 980i. In our experiments, the learning rate
is set as 0.0001, the dropout rate is set as 0.5 to prevent over-
fitting. We take an initial from Theano Alexnet pre-trained
[61].
A. Experimental Results on Imagenet1K
For the ImageNet1K image set, a deep CNNs with a N -
way flat softmax classifier is first trained as the baseline [1],
[61]. Second, our LMM model (tree classifier) is trained by
using a pre-trained visual hierarchy (without modifying the
group-object correlation matrix Ψ along the time). Third, our
LMM model is trained with modifications on the group-object
correlation matrix Ψ. Finally, our LMM model is trained by
jointly learning the deep networks, the tree classifier, and
the visual hierarchy adaptation in an end-to-end fashion. The
experimental results on the average accuracy rates are shown in
Table I, one can easily observe that: (a) our LMM algorithm
can successfully outperform the baseline method; (b) When
our LMM algorithm jointly learns the deep networks, the tree
classifier, and the visual hierarchy adaptation in an end-to-end
fashion, it can achieve the best performance.
The comparisons on the accuracy rates are shown in Fig.
5, for all these 1,000 object classes in the ImageNet1K image
set, 56% object classes have obtained better accuracy rates by
using our LMM model, 19% object classes remain no obvious
changes on their accuracy rates, 25% object classes loss more
than 1% accuracy rates. Some visual recognition examples and
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their confidence scores are shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,
one can easily observe that our LMM algorithm can achieve
more accurate recognition with higher confidence scores.
1) Accuracy Rates vs. Learning Complexities: As we men-
tioned before, one goal for embedding the visual hierarchy
with the deep networks is to deal with the issues of strong
inter-class visual similarities and diverse learning complexities
for large-scale visual recognition. Thus it is very attractive
to develop new algorithms to: (a) separate such visually-
similar object classes with similar learning complexities from
others; and (b) train the inter-related classifiers for such
visually-similar object classes jointly. By integrating the visual
hierarchy to assign the visually-similar object classes into the
same group, our LMM algorithm can learn their inter-related
classifiers jointly. Because such visually-similar object classes
share similar learning complexities, the gradients of their joint
objective function are more uniform and homogeneous, so that
the back-propagation process can easily stick on reaching a
global optimum effectively. As a result, our LMM algorithm
can achieve higher accuracy rates on distinguishing such
visually-similar object classes which are typically hard to be
separated.
Because the deep networks and the tree classifier may
not be discriminative enough at the beginning or the pre-
trained visual hierarchy may make wrong assignments for
some object classes, our LMM model may have low accuracy
rates for these object classes which are initially assigned into
wrong groups because their deep class representations are not
discriminative enough at the beginning. After few iterations,
the accuracy rates for these object classes can be improved
significantly when they are finally re-assigned into their best-
matching groups correctly. The reason for such improvements
is that our LMM model can jointly learn the deep networks, the
tree classifier and the visual hierarchy (i.e., the object-group
assignment matrix), thus they can be improved simultaneously,
e.g., more accurate deep class representations (more represen-
tative deep networks) can result in more accurate assignments
of object classes (more accurate visual hierarchy) and learn
more discriminative tree classifier. The names for some of
those object classes with improved accuracy rates are listed in
Table III.
In Fig 9, we illustrate our experimental results for 4 groups
with different numbers of visually-similar object classes. From
these experimental results, one can observe that there have
good correspondences between the accuracy rates for object
recognition and the strengths of the group-object correlations.
From these experimental results, one can observe that: (a)
The object classes, which have large values (strengths) of
group-object correlations at the beginning, may have small
improvements on their accuracy rates along the time because
they have already been assigned into their best-matching
groups correctly; (b) The object classes, which have low values
(strengths) of group-object correlations at the beginning, may
have big improvements on their accuracy rates along the
time when more representative deep networks are learned and
they are finally re-assigned into their best-matching groups
correctly.
The reasons are that: (a) The object classes, which have
large values (strengths) of group-object correlations at the
beginning, have already been assigned into their best-matching
groups correctly by the pre-trained visual hierarchy, and the
deep representations for those object classes have already been
exploited for training the group-level classifiers effectively
and thus they may have less contributions on improving the
accuracy rates at the group level; (b) The object classes, which
have low values (strengths) of group-object correlations at the
beginning, may initially be assigned into wrong groups by the
pre-trained visual hierarchy and can be re-assigned into their
best-matching groups correctly because of visual hierarchy
adaptation, and thus those re-assigned object classes may have
more contributions on improving the group-level classification
performance along the time. Thus the object classes, which
have low values (strengths) of group-object correlations at the
beginning, could have significant improvement on the accuracy
rates at the object class level.
Overall, by leveraging the visual hierarchy to assign the
visually-similar object classes with similar learning complexi-
ties into the same group and learn their inter-related classifiers
jointly, the gradients of their joint objective function are
more uniform and homogeneous, thus our LMM algorithm
can obtain global optimum effectively and result in more
discriminative tree classifier for large-scale visual recognition.
2) Prediction Confidences: For large-scale visual recog-
nition application, it is also very important to evaluate the
confidences of the predictions for object recognition. As shown
in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, by assigning the visually-similar
object classes with similar learning complexities into the same
group and learning their inter-related classifiers jointly, our
LMM model can obtain higher prediction confidence scores
as compared with the baseline method.
3) Visual Hierarchy Adaptation and Object-Group Reas-
signment: The effects of visual hierarchy adaptation are evalu-
ated by comparing multiple approaches: (1) our LMM model
with an initial group-object correlation matrix Ψ (provided
by a pre-trained visual hierarchy); (2) our LMM model with
modification of group-object correlation matrix via visual
hierarchy adaptation; and (3) our LMM model with modifi-
cation of group-object correlation matrix and non-overlapping
constraint. The names of object classes in that group are shown
in Table II, the names of the object classes which are initially
assigned into that group are listed in red background in Table
II. The re-assignments of the object classes from our visual
hierarchy adaptation method are listed in Table II. The names
listed in the blue box are the new object classes which are
re-assigned into this particular group and only 20% object
classes are re-assigned because of visual hierarchy adaptation,
thus the pre-trained visual hierarchy can achieve reasonable
performance on assigning the visually-similar object classes
with similar learning complexities into the same group [32],
[33].
4) Inter-Class Separability Enhancement: By assigning the
visually-similar atomic object classes with similar learning
complexities into the same group, as shown in Fig. 10, our
LMM algorithm can significantly enhance their inter-class
separability by focusing on learning more discriminative deep
representations and node classifiers to enlarge their inter-
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Fig. 6. Some experimental results on visual recognition: (a) test images; (b) recognition results and confidence socires from our LMM model (in
blue color); (c) recognition results and confidence scores from baseline method (in red color).
Fig. 7. Some experimental results on visual recognition: (a) test images; (b) recognition results and confidence socires from our LMM model (in
blue color); (c) recognition results and confidence scores from baseline method (in red color).
Fig. 8. Some experimental results on visual recognition: (a) test images; (b) recognition results and confidence socires from our LMM model (in
blue color); (c) recognition results and confidence scores from baseline method (in red color).
TABLE II
Reassignment of the object classes for group No.4: Object classes in red are initially assigned into group No.4 by the pre-trained visual hierarchy,
object classes in blue box are new ones which are re-assigned into group No.4 because of visual hierarchy adaptation.
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TABLE III
The lists of object classes with increased and decreased accuracy rates when more representative deep networks are learned along the time.
Fig. 9. The experimental results for 4 groups of object classes on their correspondences between the accuracy rates for object recognition and the
strengths of the group-object correlations.
Fig. 10. The comparison on the inter-class separability for the visually-
similar object classes in the same group.
class margins. By assigning the visually-similar atomic object
classes with similar learning complexities into the same group,
the gradients of their joint objective function are more uniform
and homogeneous, thus our LMM algorithm can obtain global
optimum effectively and enlarge their inter-class margins sig-
nificantly.
B. Experimental Results on Imagenet10K
For the ImageNet10K image set, we take the parameters
from the deep networks, which are already trained for the
Imagenet1K image set, as the initials. We then use the images
from ImageNet10K to train our LMM model. We have eval-
uated several kinds of initials, such as the baseline method
[1], [61] and our LMM model. We finally find that taking
the parameters in our LMM model (which is already trained
for Imagenet1K image set) to initialize our deep networks
for ImageNet10K image set can allow us to achieve the best
performance.
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Fig. 11. The comparison on the accuracy rates for all the object classes
in ImageNet10K image set.
TABLE IV
The performance comparison between multiple approaches over the
ImageNet10K image set.
Method Prediction error (Top k)1 2 5 10
N -way Softmax 70.30% 60.33% 47.99% 39.20%
one-level LMM 69.60% 59.13% 46.87% 38.82%
two-level LMM 69.50% 59.39% 46.88% 38.07%
Because the training cost for the ImageNet10K image set is
very high, we only perform our LMM method over one visual
hierarchy whose number of branch at each node is 100 (i.e.,
each parent node contains 100 sibling child nodes). We have
also compared our LMM algorithm over the ImageNet10K
image set under the following settings: (a) N -way flat softmax
classifier [1], [61]. (b) One-level LMM model: each group
contains only one object class. The group-object correlation
matrix is same as the confusion matrix between all the object
classes, Ψ ∈ RN×N . (c) Two-level LMM model: one level for
coarse-grained groups and one level for the visually-similar
object classes. The experimental results on average accuracy
rates are listed on Table IV, one can observe that our LMM
algorithm can successfully outperform the N -way flat softmax
classifier. The comparisons on the accuracy rates are shown in
Fig. 11, for all these object classes in the ImageNet10K image
set, 68% object classes have obtained better accuracy rates by
using our LMM model, 19% object classes remain no obvious
changes on their accuracy rates, 13% object classes loss more
than 1% accuracy rates.
By integrating the visual hierarchy to assign the visually-
similar object classes into the same group, such visually-
similar object classes in the same group may share similar
learning complexities, thus the gradients of their joint objective
function are more uniform and homogeneous, so that our
LMM algorithm can easily stick on reaching a global optimum
effectively and achieve higher accuracy rates on large-scale
visual recognition.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
A level-wise mixture model (LMM) is developed in this
paper to boost the performance of large-scale visual recogni-
tion. Our LMM model can provide an end-to-end approach
to jointly learn the deep networks for image and object class
representation, the tree classifier for recognizing large numbers
of object classes hierarchically and the visual hierarchy adap-
tation for achieving more accurate and hierarchical indexing
of large numbers of object classes, thus our LMM algorithm
can also provide an effective approach for controlling inter-
level error propagation effectively and achieve better accu-
racy rates on large-scale visual recognition. By seamlessly
integrating two divide-and-conquer approaches (deep learning
and hierarchical visual recognition), we have found that these
two approaches can benefit from each other to exploit better
solutions for large-scale visual recognition. Our experimental
results on ImageNet1K and ImageNet10K image sets have
demonstrated that our LMM algorithm can achieve competitive
results on the accuracy rates as compared with the baseline.
Many other deep networks, such as VGG [2], GoogleNets
[3], Resinet [4], have successfully designed to recognize 1,000
object classes. Thus it is very attractive to leverage these
successful designs of deep networks [2], [3], [4] to configure
our deep networks and evaluate the performances of our
LMM algorithm when different types of deep networks are
used. Because these complex deep networks [2], [3], [4] have
achieved better performance than AlexNet [1], [63], [64] used
in this paper, we can expect that using these complex deep
networks can allow our LMM algorithm to achieve higher
accuracy rates on large-scale visual recognition.
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